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5.6

Requests to access the XBT-A8

message segment

THE XBT-A8 MESSAGE SEGMENT CAN ONLY

BE ACCESSEDIN READ MODE
The XBT-A8 message zone is composed of structured objects. Each message is
a structured object consisting of a list of words which can be accessed in read mode
by the “Read structured objects” request. In UNI-TE protocol, the XBT-A8 message zone is treated like a segment.
l

Segmentation

of the message resource

TYPE OF SEGMENT
SEGMENT

NUMBER

MESSAGES
H’83

131 (decimal)

TYPE OF OBJECT

STORED MESSAGE

NUMBER OF OBJECTS

101

STRUCTURE OF
MESSAGE OBJECT

TEXT
TYPE
COLUMN
CONVERSION COEFFICIENT
ASSOCIATED TSX7 VARIABLE
VARIABLE UPDATE
NETWORK NUMBER
STATION NUMBER
GATE NUMBER
MODULE NUMBER
CHANNEL NUMBER
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l

Message structure
A message consists of text and parameters.
Each message object consists of a fixed format table of 28 words :

MESSAGE
TEMP.-

EVAC. = ~ ~-

CONVERSION
COEFFICIENT

ASSOCIATED

Word variable

:

Station 254

The data is coded, starting with the least significant byte. Unused most significant
bytes are filled with “SPACE” characters (H’20’).
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. Reading a stored message
The”Read structured objects” requestis usedto accessthe text and parameters
of stored messages.
Request format :

Confirmation report format : Positive response
________________..”

Designation

Response

code

Resewed

Format

1 byte

1 byte

Code

H’64’

H’OO

Comments

_

_

batb
__________-------56 bytes max
IT..’ H’..’ . . . . .
Message object table requested
H’i c’ = 28 words => 56 bytes

Format for negative response :
Reasons for a negative response :
- incorrect question syntax ,
- no right of access,
- unknown segment or object,
- address out of limits.

I
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Example : Reading stored message N” 83 (H56).

RECEPTIONTABLE

Type : LOCAL EXCHG
TxTi, C = HO0734
TxTi, M = H’006Gf’
(E.g. station 5)
XBT-A8 SERVER
TxTi, L = 6 (bytes)

TxTi, V = H’OOM or
TxTi, R = l-I54 (TSX17)
[H’54’IH’00’1

First 8

H-i
H-41’ H-56

H’2E’ H’43

63
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5.7

Handling operator acknowledgments

Operator acknowledgments (e.g. pressing a function key) are handled by the
master device (e.g. TSX) on the UNI-TELWAY bus provided that the XBT-A8
operationserial lineisconfigured WITHSTATUS BLOCK(seesection4.3 Configuring
the operation line).
Note : Reserve a “status block” in the master device using an XBT-A8 terminal
connected to the UNI-TELWAY bus
9 Structure
A “status block” consists of a table of 4 consecutive 16-bit words (Wxxxxx) in the
master device.
Address o;f1st word in status block Wn
Contains the number of the functionkey pressed by operator (direct or indirect
access), associated with a message withouta variable.
Direct access :
The number of the function key is loaded into Wn when
the operator presses the key.

Indirectaccess :

H’OOOl’ I Wn IH’OOOC’

(1 <Wn s12)
The functionnumber is loaded when I(ENTER)Iispressed
H’OOOD’ 5 Wn I H’0063
(131 Wn599)

Address of 2nd word in status block Wn + 1
Use of function key :
Press :
Wn + 1 = H’FFFF’
Release :
Wn + 1 = H’OOOO
(indirect access, action on (OIkey

(Wn+l=-1)
(Wn + 1 = 0)
taken into account).

Address of 3rd word in status block Wn + 2
Contains the number of the type D message (blinking) present on the display
acknowledged by the operator (by pressing I(ENTER)I).
H’OOOO’ 2 Wn + 2 I H’OO64’
(0 I Wn+2 5100)

Address of 4th word in status block Wn + 3
Use I(ENTER)I
to confirm end of numeric value displayed
Wn + 3 = H’OOxx’
xx = number of message associated with the numeric value
(H’OO $ xx I H’64’)

or xx = H’FF’ if error

THE STATUS BLOCK IS INITIALIZED BY THE PROGRAM
IN THE PLC CONTAINING THE TABLE
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Remote uploading and downloading of XBT-A8 memory area

l

Principle
The uploadingsequence allows aCLlENTto load all or part of the message zone
in an XBT-A8 SERVER and conversely. The downloading sequence allows an
XBT-A8 SERVER to download all or part
of Jtsmessage zone to a CLIENTdevice.
The transfer is carried out using a complete message (text + attributes),
representing 32 bytes per transmission.

:.
:.

-THE CLIENT MUST BE ABLE TO HANDLE
TABLES OF AT LEAST 32 BYTES

Remote uploading
....JT:JSiMP+TANT TFiAT THE -MESSAGE .FltES INTENDED FOR
UPL~fiDfNG
TC.ANXBT%8 SERVER BE 1N
:...:;.I
_..
.. T
‘ H? FijRM&TOF.THEXBT-A8
MESSAGE MEMORY
In order to obtain a message file in XBT-A8 format, first of all perform a remote
downloading of the application file contained in the XBT-A8.
:

.DCWNLO;ADINGMAY ONLY BE CARRIED
1:OUTJF.THE X
‘ BT-A8 TERMlNAL.JS FREE :
:.
.... +JO;CPERATOR. RESPONSE EXPECTED
jC~~F/RMATl~~.~Ft.HE’NilMERlC
COMPOSITION OF A TYPE N
....ME~SR.GE.:~ROF AN.JN@RECTACCESS FUNCTION.N~MBER,
.ACKNOWLEPGMENT-OF A TYPE DBCJNKING MESSAGE)

,.
; :.j..

:...:-i--..TGCANCEL AL-LCURRENT OPERATIONS :
j. .I’ SEND~THE:JNlTREtiUEST (H’33j TO THE XBT-A8.
Remote downloading
A message file in an XBT-A8 may be downloaded from a client UNI-TELWAY
station.
:.::::.
_‘_B
‘ EFGRE &$@TE’UpLGADJNG~~R
DOWNLOADING,
’ JT IS ~M~~~DiD.-nlAT.~~E.XBT-AS
IS FIRST IDENTIFIED
.. -By SENDING THE.* DEVICE IDENTIFICATJON ” REQUEST.
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Remote uploading and downloading of XBT-A8 memory area
Procedure for REMOTE UPLOADING

l

The dialogue between the XBT-A8 SERVER and the CLIENT device during
remote uploading is broken down into the following sequences :
XBT-A8
SERVER
..a

EXCHANGES
(REQUESTS)

RESERVATION

2

CONFIRMATION

CLIENT
DEVICE

Terminal reserved and 60
second “time envelope” starts

(H’lD’)

Confirmation report : terminal
ready to serve requesting CLlENl

REPORT (H’FE’)

%
F
3
5

Open uploading sequence

CONFIRMATION

REPORT (HZA’)

Terminal ready to accept upload

(H’3B’ + segment N” + length +

messagetext + attributes)

s

6

COMMENTS

CONFIRMATION

REPORT
(H’W

+ Segment No received)

*

B
1

,I,_____________________________________.

4; RENEW RESERVATION (HZ)‘)
\\,___________________________________!

Write a message in the XBT-A8
server (32 bytes in XBT
memorv format)
The XBT-A8 sends the number
of the message received
Reset “time envelope” to 60
seconds if necessary
(automatically frees the
SERVER at the end of the time
envelope if no request received)

gz

;________________________________________:~,,,

z-

; CONFIRMATION REPORT (H’FE’)
I Restart 60
L________________________________________,,,

$

0

END OF UPLOADING (H’3C’)

semnd”time envelope’

Close of uploading sequence

gg

86
*d

cJ

d

Wq:
es
“5
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b

CONFIRMATION

REPORT (H’FE’)

DERESERVATION (H’l E’)

CONFIRMATION

REPORT (H’FE’)

Terminal responds with OK after
calculating and saving checksum
to terminal message memory
XBT-A8 terminal is freed
Once freed, the terminal
goes to RUNNING MODE
ready to receive new requests
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l

Procedure

for REMOTE DOWNLOADING

The dialogue between the XBT-A8 SERVER and the CLIENT device during
remote downloading is broken down into the following sequences :

CotiMENJs
p

RESERVATION

Terminal reserved and 60
second “time envelope” starts

(H’l D’)

2
B
B
P

CONFIRMATION

B

Confirmation report : terminal
ready to serve requesting CLIENT

REPORT (H’FE’)

Open downloading sequence

INfTlALLZE DOWNLOADING (H’3D’)

I
k

CONFIRMATION

Terminal ready to accept
download

REPORT (l-TED’)

DOWNLOAD A SEGMENT

(H’3E’ + segmentN”)

CONFIRMATION REPORT
(H’6E’ + SegmentN” + length+ rosssagetext + attributes

CLIENT request to read a
message from the XBT-A8 server
The XBT-A8 sends the message
requested (32 bytes in XBT
memory format)
Reset “time envelope” to 60
seconds if necessary
(automatically frees the
SERVER at the end of the time
envelope if no request received)

,I,__________________-_________________

*:. RENEW RESERVATION (HZD’)

.\

\(___________________________________I

\‘

_________________________________________I,

I.> Restart
,_____________________________-__________,,*
j CONFIRMATION

REPORT (H’FE’)

60 second”time envelope”

CLIENT request to read
a new message from
,___________________________________1
the XBT-A8 server

,,I____________________________________

1: DOWNLOAD A SEGMENT

\‘

________________________________--------~’,

(H’3E’ +

SegmentNO)i

.

; CONFIRMATION REPORT
1 (I-WE’
+SegmentN” + length+ message
+ attrkrutes)
I_________________________
______text
____
--__-), ,I’

The XBT-A8 sends the message
requested (32 bytes in XBT
memory format)
Close of downloading sequence

Terminal responds with OK

.J

ERESERVATION (H’lE’)

&
k$j
2

CONFIRMATION

REPORT (H’FE’)

XBT-AEi terminal server is freed

Once freed. the terminal
goes to RUNNING MODE
ready to receive new requests
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Specific requests
- Reservation :
This service allows a CLIENT device to reserve an XBT-A8 SERVER with
which it wants to dialogue when making use of critical requests (uploading,
downloading, displaying a message, displaying a text, etc.). It simultaneously
starts a 60 second “time envelope”. If there are no requests from the reserver
to the server within this eriod of time, the server is automatically freed and
displays -1
while waiting for a request.

Request format :

Confirmation report format : Positive response
wi

Cl.lENT TEXT BLOCK

Example :
CONFIGURATION
Type : LOCAL EXCHG
TxTi, C = H’071D
TxTi, M = Ii’0069
(E.g. station5)
XBT-A6 SERVER
TxTi, L = 0 (bytes)

TRANSMISSION TABLE

RECEPTION TABLE
.I
TxTi, V = H’OOFE’or
TxTi, R = H’FE’ (TSX17)
Positiveresponse:
terminalis reserved.
If TxTi, R = H’FD
Negative response:
_incOrrectquestion

- terminalalready

WARNl,NG: WHEN THE XBT-A8IS RESERVED,
ONLY THE RESERVER MAY CARRY OUT CRITICAL ACTIONS
(UPLOADING, DOWNLOADING, DiSPLAYING, ETC,),
OTHER DEVICES MAY ONLY CARRY OUT NON-CRITICAL
REQUESTS (IDENTIFICATION, READING
THE COUNTERS, STATE QF THE TERMINAL, ETC.)
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De-reservation :
the XBT-A8 server is freed and passes into
ready to receive new requests.

Request format :

I

Code
Comments

(

H’lE

1

H’07

DeI reservation I

Confirmation report format : Positive response

Example : f

CUENT TEXT BLOCK
tiNF+7~?IOp
TSW MASTER
Type : LOCAL EXCHG
TxTi, C = H’071E
TxTi, M = H’0069
(E.g. station 5)
XBT-AS SERVER
TxTi, L = 0 (bytes)

TRANSMlS~ltiNTk3LE

RECEPTION

TABLE

TxTi. V = H’OOFE
TxTi, R = H’FE’ (TSX17;
Positive response :
the terminal is freed.
If TxTi, R = H’F D
Negative response :
- terminal not reserved
- terminal already
reserved by
another CLIENT.
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Renewing the reservation :
This request allows a CLIENTdevice which has reserved the server to retain and
restart the 60 second “time envelope”.

Request format :
I

Sender

Designation

Request category
Coda.

Format
Code

1 byte

1 byte

H’2D

H’07

word,
J
1

Code

Renew the
reservation

Comments

Flea&d

1 word
H’F FFF

The contents of this word
are not used by
the XBT

Confirmation report format : Positive response
WI

:
Example

.

:
CONFIGURATION

..

dUEtiT

TEXT BLOCK

TRANSMISSION TABLE

TSX7 MASTER
Type : LOCAL EXCHG
TxTi, C = H’072D
TxTi, M = H’0069
(E.g. station 5)
TxTi, L = 2 (bytes)

j-Kq+

RECEPTION

TABLE

TxTi, V = H’OOFE’ or
TxTi, R = H’FE’ (TSXl i
Positive response :
60 second
time envelope is
restarted.
If TxTi. R = H’F D
Negative response :
- terminal not reserved
- terminal already
reserved by
another CLIENT
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Initialize loading
This request opens the loading sequence. It identifies the data which is going to
be transmitted to the SERVER (determination of area, location, format, etc.).

Note : For this to take place, the SERVER must first of all be reserved.

Request format :

Code

1

H’3A’

1

H’07’

E_MSA---

1

File : EEPROM message memory (6 bytes
coded in ASCII)
Used to select the area for storing the messages
I

I

I

Confirmation report format : Positive response

Code
Comments
I

II

Uploading
sequence open
I

piz&jQNegative response :
- incorrect question syntax,
- terminal is not reserved by the requesting CLIENT,
- File Name Field bytes syntax not in the XBT-A8 memory format,
- uploading or downloading sequence is already open,
- segment number is not supported by the XBT-A8,
- terminal waiting for an operator response.
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Example

: Opening loading into the EEPROM message memory.
CLIENT TEXT BLOCK
CONFlGURA’tlON

fAA&tdissIoN~tAti~i

&CEPT~N

TABLE

TSX? MASTER
Type : LOCAL EXCHG
TxTi, C = H’073A’
TxTi, M = HW69
(E.g. station 5)
XBT-A8 SERVER
TxTi, L = 8 (bytes)

1H’5F

H’45

H’53’ H’4D’
H’20’ H’41’
H’20’

File

name
(s bytes)

H’20’ _

E_MSA-,Uploading area :
message EEPROM

72

TxTi. V = H’006A’ or
TxTi, R = H’6A’ (TSX17)
/---j&j
Positiveresponse
(uploadingsequence

open)
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Loading a segment
This request allows the CLIENT to transfer a message (segment) into the
SERVERterminal. Anynumberofsegmentscan
betransmitted in any order. This
allows all or part of the XBT-A8 message memory zone to be uploaded.
Note : The terminal must be reserved and loading initialized, possibly followed
by renewing the reservation, before transferring the first message.

Request format :

..

~

Deslgnatkln
RetiT
...cate&y

S&pti

Seg$tent

timber

length

.co&
Format
Code

Comments

1

4

~Setider

I

,

1 byte

1 byte

1 word

H’3B

H’O7

HDOOO
k WOO64

I+0020
I

Message
number
(000 to 100
decimal)

Segment
message
length
32 bytes

UPloading

_

1 word

_______-_--_--_--

Data
_-____--__-_--__-_-----~---------32 bytes
-_--_-----------32 bytes XBT-A8 terminal
memory format

Confirmation report format : Positive response
.‘.:.

: Deskyt~~

R&+j&&
de-..

kt”S :..“,$Ti
..

Format

1 byte

1 byte

Cede

H’6B’

H’OO’

Comments

_

Segment
received

:.

t

1 gord
f-WOO0 to
H’006$
Number of
segment
received
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Example : Uploading message number 083 (H’53’)

into the XBT-A8 memory.

TRANSMISSION

Type : LOCAL EXCHG
TxTi, C = H’073B
TxTi, M = H’0069
(E.g. station 5)
XBT-A6 SERVER
TxTi, L = 36 (bytes)

TABLE

Message
N” 083
Segment
length
32 bytes
XBT-A8
MmQry
format

TxTi, V = H’006B’ or
TxTi, R = H’6B’ (TSX17

(messageN” 83) (H’53’)
TxTi. V - H’OOFD or
TXTi. A - H’FD
negative response

i
Negative response

:

- if the uploading sequence is not opened by the requester,
- if the syntax of the data is not in the XBT-A8 terminal memory format,
- if the number of the segment is not supported by the XBT-A8.

THE DATA TO BE LOADED INTO THE XBT-A8 MUST
BE IN THE TERMINAL MEMORY FORMAT
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End of loading
This request closes the uploading sequence. After receipt of this request, the
XBT-A8 SERVER calculates the checksum for the message memory and stores
it.
Note : This request is only accepted if reservation and initialization of uploading
has been previously carried out.

Request format :
c
D*&fUtb”
Format
Code

Comments

Request
code

Sender

category

1 byte

1 byte

H’3C

I+07

End of
uploading

-

seqm=
Confirmation report format : Positive response
status
Format

1 byte

1 byte

Code

H’6C’

H’oo

Comments

_

Sequence
dose

Negative response :
- if the request syntax is incorrect,
- if the uploading sequence was not opened by the requesting CLIENT.
CLIENT TEXT BLOCK

Example :
CONFktJRATION

TRANSMISSION

TABLE

RECEPTION

TABLE

TSX7 MASTER
Type : LOCAL EXCHG
TxTi, C = H’073C
TxTi, M = H’OC69
(E.g. station 5)
XBT-A8 SERVER
TxTi. L = 0 (bytes)

TxTi, V = H’008C’ or
TxTi, R = H’8C’ (TSX17)
I

H 00

I statusbyte

(uploading sequence

Close)
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Initializing

downloading

This request opens the downloading sequence and identifies the data which is to
be downloaded to the requesting CLIENT (determination of location, format, etc.).
Note : For this to take place the XBT-A8 SERVER must be reserved.

Request format :

_______________-____-----------~
Designation

Sender
category

Request
code

CC&

Format

1 byte

1 byte

Code

H’3D

H’07’

Open
downloading
sequence

Comments

Confirmation

Designation

File name
__________-____-_-------~~-~~-~_.8 bytes

File

: EEPROM

message memory (6 bytes
coded in ASCII)
Used to select the memory area for downloading
the messages

-

report format : Positive response

status

Rezsy

Format

1 byte

1 byte

Code

H’6D’

H’OO

Comments

_

Sequence
open

Negative

E-MSA---

response

:

p&q-E-J

- if the terminal is not reserved by the requesting CLIENT,
- if the terminal is reserved by another requester,
- if an uploading or downloading sequence is already open.
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Example

: Openingthedownloading sequencefortheEEPROM

,.. :

:
-comoifj~hi

:. -CUihn

message memory.

TEXT BL+K:

TRANSMISSION

TABLE

RECEPTION

TABLE

TSX7 MASTER
Type : LOCAL EXCHG
TxTi, C = H’073D
TxTi, M = H’O CW
(E.g. station 5)
XBT-A8 SERVER
TxTi, L = 8 bytes

File
(8“am
bytes)

TxTi. V = H’006D’ or
TxTi, R = H’6D’ (TSX17)
[IH’00’1

1 statusbyte

(MWtl3
downloadingopen)
E_MSA

-_-
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9 Downloading a segment
This request allows a CLIENT to read a message (segment) in the XBT-A8
SERVER format. Any number of segments can be read and transferred in any
order. This allows all or part of the XBT-A8 message memory zone to be
downloaded.
THE MESSAGES DOWNLOADED TO THE REQUESTING CLIENT
ARE IN THE FORMAT OF THE XBT-A8 SERVER. MEMORY :
THIS MUST BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
WHEN THE REQUESTING DEVICE PROCESSES THE DATA

Note : Reservation and initialization of downloading, followed by renewing the
reservation if necessary, must be carried out before requesting that the
first message be read.

Request format :

Designation
Format
Code
Comments

Request
code

Sender
category
code

1 byte

1 byte

H’3E

H’07

I

Segmenl

1 word
H’OOOO-t+ H’OO64’

_

Downloading

number

1

Number of message
requested

Confirmation report format : Positive response
I
Designation
Format
Code

Comments

ReSpJn~
code

Status

1 byte

1 byte

H’6E

H’OO

Segpent
number

I

-

Negative response :

-

1 word
H’OOOO
to H’0064’
Number of
segment
sent

I
SegFent
length

k

Data

-_-^_____-I_^____-

1 word

32 bytes

HO020

H’..’ H’..’

Length
32 bytes

32 bytes in XBT
RAM memory message format

I

p&j-q

- if the request syntax is incorrect,
- if the downloading sequence was not opened by the requester,
- if the address of the message segment number is non-existent or out of limits.

7R
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Example

: Downloading message number 016 (H’lO).

.cr
: ..

CONFlhJR~TlO~
TSX7 MASTER

Type : LOCAL EXCHG
TxTi. C = H’073E
TxTi. M = H’0069
(E.g. station 5)
XBT-A8 SERVER
TxTi, L = 2 (bytes)

; .:.

AikNSMlSSlON

I~:
HO0

HlO

TABLE

No16

RECEPTION TABLE
TxTi, V = H’006E’ ou
TxTi, R = H’6E’ (TSX17)
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l

End of downloading
This request closes the downloading sequence.
Note : Only accepted if reservation is carried out.

Request format :

Confirmation

Designation
Format
Code

report format : Positive response

Ra:$r

Status

1 byte

1 byte

H’6F

H’OO

_

Comments

Sequence
close

Example : Closing the downloading sequence.

CLIENT TEXT BLOCK
CONFIGURATION

TRANSMISSION

TSX7 MASTER
Type : LOCAL EXCHG
TxTi. C = H’073F
TxTi , M = H’OO69
(E.g. station 5)
XBT-A6 SERVER
TxTi, L = 0 bytes

Negative response

TABLE

RECEPTION

TABLE

If positive response
TxTi. V = H’006F
TxTi, R = H’6F

:

-1
(downloadingsequence
,/

TxTi, R = H’FD’
TxTi, V = H’OOFD’ if :

-the request syntax is incorrect,
- the downloading sequence was not opened by the requester.

CloSEJ)
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Requests used by CLIENT XBT-A8s

In this type of operation, the SERVER
UNI-TELWAY and TELWAY7.

is a station which can be accessed via

A station variable may be associated with each message in the XBT-A8. On
pressing a"direct access”function key (messages 1 to 12)or using “indirect access”
(messages 13 to 99), the numeric value of the associated variable is automatically
read by the XBT-A8 from the associated TSX station. The value of this variable is
displayed in the numeric field of the message and updated periodically (as a
function of parameter A).
If the message is N type (numeric), the operator may alter the value usin the
XBT-A8 numeric keypad. When the value entered is confirmed by pressing b(ENTER),
it is written by the terminal to the address of the associated variable indicated in the
message (for example, see section 5.2 “XBT-A8 CLIENT”).
While acting as a CLIENT, the XBT-A8 responds to UNI-TE standard requests
(reading and writing bits and words), and to extended requests for TSX7 servers
using ADJUST protocol.
REQUEST
CODE-

VARIABLE
LDDAESSES

H’OO
H’lO
H’04
H’i 4’
H’02

Bxxxx
Bxxxx
wxxxxx
wxxxxx
Ixxxx, xx
oxxxx, xx
cwxxxxx
COMxx, x
Txxx, V
Txxx, P
Txxx, P
cxxx, v
cxxx, P
cxxx, P
Mxxx, V
Mxxx, P
Mxxx, P
Dxxx, V

H’05
H’07
H’09
H’17
H’09

H’OB’
H’19
H’OB
H’OA
H’18
H’OA’
H’OC’

FUNCTION
Read
Write
Read
Write
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Write
Read
Read
Write
Read
Read
Write
Read
Read

internal bit
internal bit
internal word
internal word
input bit image
output bit image
constant word
common word
current value of a timer
stored value of a timer
stored value of a timer
current value of a counter
stored value of a counter
stored value of a counter
current value monostable
stored value of a monostable
the stored value of a monostable
current step of a drum controller

- In order to determine the limits for addresses of accessible variables, the reader
should refer to the user manuals for the TSX7 PLC being used.
- For additional information concerning the coding of requests and installing the
UNI-TELWAY bus, please refer to the ” UNI-TELWAY Bus Reference Manual”
reference : TSX D24004E.
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5.10

Summary of UNI-TE requests

XBT-A8 SERVER

version and parameters

Protocol version

- Locking/unlocking

I+14

H’FE’

Write objects

H’37

H’FE

Read objects

H’36

H’66

Read structured
objects

H’34

H’64

ReseNation

Ii’1 D

H’FE’

De-reservation

H’t E’

H’FE’

Authorizes deresewation of
a reserved XBT-A8

Renew the
reservation.

H’2D

H’FE’

Enables the XBT-A8
reservation to be renewed
and restarts 60 second
time envelope

ACCESS

MANAGEMENT

SEMAPHORES

82

Global keyboard
management
Displays stored message
- Controls keyboard LEDs
- Locking/unlocking
keyboard keys
- Buzzer control
- Displays messages
(not stored)

Write a word
DATA

OF

of

Reads displayed message
(display buffer)
Reads stored messages
Reserves a device
and starts 60 second
time envelope

3

Communication
Summary of UNI-TE requests

XST-A8 SERVER

Establish sequence for

End of remote

Transfer a segment

83

3
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Summary of UNI-TE requests

r

XBT-A8 CLIENT

SERVICES

DATA

ACCESS

,

84

Write monostable

H’18’

H’FE’

Preset value Mxxx, P

Read
drum controller

H’O C

H’3C

Step being executed Dxxx, V
depends on TSX implement.

